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A B S T R A C T

The essential task of a motor imagery brain–computer interface (BCI) is to extract the motor imagery-related features from electroencephalogram (EEG) signals for classifying motor intentions. However, the optimal frequency band and time segment for extracting such features differ from subject to subject. In this work, we aim to improve the multi-class classification and to reduce the required EEG channel in motor imagery-based BCI by subject-specific time-frequency selection. Our method is based on a criterion namely Fisher discriminant analysis-type F-score to simultaneously select the optimal frequency band and time segment for multi-class classification. The proposed method uses only few Laplacian EEG channels (C3, Cz and C4) located around the sensorimotor area for classification. Applied to a standard multi-class BCI dataset (BCI competition III dataset Illa), our method leads to better classification performance and smaller standard deviation across subjects compared to the state-of-art methods. Moreover, adding artifacts contaminated trials to the training dataset does not necessarily deteriorate our classification results, indicating that our method is tolerant to artifacts.

1. Introduction

Brain–computer interfaces measure specific brain activities (e.g. attention level, motor imagery) and then decode them to build a direct interaction between brains and computers [1]. Existing BCIs can be controlled by various types of signals from the brain, such as electroencephalography (EEG) and fMRI. As it is inexpensive, portable and non-invasive, EEG seems to be the most promising brain signals for BCI [2]. Numerous BCI systems has been proposed using EEG signals, such as P300 BCI [3,4], SSVEP BCI [5,6], motor imagery BCI [7] as well as hybrid BCI using more than one type of signal [8,9].

EEG oscillations at μ and β bands measured around sensorimotor cortex are known as sensorimotor rhythms and associated with body movements or motor imagery [10]. Motor imagery (MI)-based BCI is one typical EEG-based BCI, which predicts the subject’s motor intentions through classifying sensorimotor rhythms. Several factors indicate that MI-based BCI is quite promising for motor rehabilitation [11] and general public applications. On the one hand, this type of BCI employs the signals from the sensorimotor cortex, which are directly linked to the motor output pathway in the brain. MI-based BCI realizes motor tasks without involving the spinal cord and the periphery, and therefore can be used to help patients with spinal cord injury [12] and lock-in syndrome [13]. On the other hand, MI-based BCI can be driven by voluntary brain activities without any cues from conditioning protocols, so that the control can be independent and self-paced [14]. This advantage makes MI-based BCI also suitable for virtual reality and neuro-games [15–17].

However, individual differences of sensorimotor rhythms (frequency bands, time windows) and poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) impair the inter-subject robustness of MI-based BCI. Although data driven spatial filtering algorithms, such as common spatial pattern (CSP) [18,19] and independent component analysis [20], can greatly improve the SNR of sensorimotor rhythms, they usually require a large number of EEG channels. Multi-channel EEG recording reduces the portability of daily use BCI and therefore constitutes a main drawback for end users [21,22].
Thus, many methods have been developed to reduce the number of channels in MI-based BCI by using machine learning techniques to select an optimal channel subset [21–27]. Due to individual differences between subjects, the estimated optimal subsets of channels usually vary with subjects. A high-density EEG recording may still be needed for finding an optimal subset for each individual. Hence, those methods did not really improve the portability and practicability of BCI. A few studies aimed to address this problem by using transfer learning frameworks to provide task-specific methods, so as to seek the channel subset that could be shared among all subjects for a particular MI task [28]. However, their classification performances are usually not as good as those obtained by subject-specific channel selection approaches. Moreover, task-specific methods are difficult to apply to the multi-class BCI, since the optimal channel subset is for a specific MI task (e.g. hand MI).

To address this challenge, we have proposed an alternative solution to increase inter-subject robustness of MI-based BCI using few EEG channels [29,30]. Instead of using machine learning techniques to select the optimal subset of channels, we simply used a few EEG channels located around the sensorimotor cortex. By selecting optimal time-frequency areas to extract subject-specific band power (BP) features, our preliminary study yielded better classification performances using fewer channels than the state-of-art methods in decoding hand MI [29,30]. Similar strategies have also been used in some other recent studies. For example, Yang and colleagues proposed a subject-based Fisher wavelet packet decomposition method using a few EEG channels to improve classification accuracy and inter-subject robustness of MI-based BCI [31]. Luo and colleagues developed a dynamic frequency feature selection method based on three bipolar channels for a similar purpose [32]. Liang and colleagues proposed a Hilbert-Huang transform based algorithm to extract the subject-specific time-frequency area for the hand MI discrimination based on two Laplacian channels [17]. All these studies focused on the two-class BCIs mainly for decoding the hand MI tasks, though multi-class BCIs can be more useful in daily applications. The optimal time-frequency areas for extracting the features could be different for different MI tasks. Increasing the number of classes will increase the inter-subject difference of optimal time-frequency areas as well as the dimensionality of features. All these eventually impair the inter-subject robustness.

In this work we focused on multi-class BCI to address this challenge. We proposed a novel method to select the optimal time-frequency areas for extracting subject-specific features, in order to improve the multi-class BCI performance using few EEG channels. The proposed method is based on a criterion called FDA-type F-score to simultaneously select both frequency band and time segment for extracting optimal BP features. FDA-type F-score is a simplified measure based on Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) for measuring the discriminative power of a group of features. In our previous studies, we have successfully applied this criterion to seek the optimal channel subset for two-class BCIs [21] and to select the best kinematic feature group for two-class motor recognition [33]. Based on our preliminary work for two-class cases, here we extended the application of FDA-type F-score to multi-class cases using a one-versus-rest strategy. We evaluated our method in a standard multi-class BCI dataset (BCI competition III dataset IIIa [34]) to classify four classes of MI tasks (left hand, right hand, foot and tongue). This dataset has 60 channels EEG. Thus, it is suitable to test the effectiveness of our methods in improving multi-class classification when using a reduced number of EEG channels, and to compare with the state-of-the-art methods using full 60 channels or reduced channels. Meanwhile, part of this data has artifacts, so this dataset is also useful for evaluating the robustness of our methods to artifacts.

We used only three Laplacian channels C3, Cz and C4 (according to the standard 10/20 EEG recording system) out of 60 EEG channels. These channels are around the sensorimotor cortex, providing a better signal-to-noise ratio than the other channels, and are thus more important in decoding MI tasks [10,35]. The results are compared with those obtained by using other feature extraction methods based on all 60 channels [34,36–41], as well as using BP features extracted from the broad band (8–30 Hz) and full length (from the start to the end of motor imagery) EEG signals at the same three Laplacian channels. Furthermore, we also test our method with different amounts of artifacts contaminated trials to evaluate its robustness to artifacts.

### 2. Materials and methods

#### 2.1. Experimental dataset

The BCI competition III dataset IIIa [34] was used in this study. This dataset is provided by Laboratory of Brain–Computer Interfaces, Graz University of Technology. It contains four classes of 4-s MI tasks: left hand, right hand, foot and tongue. The timing of experimental paradigm is shown in Fig. 1. In each trial, the subjects sat quietly for the first two seconds. Then, a “beep” was given, with a cross presented at the center of the screen, to indicate the beginning of the trial. A visual cue in form of an arrow pointing either to left, right, up or down (corresponding to left hand, right hand, both feet and tongue) was given at 3 s and stayed on the screen for one second. The subjects were required to imagine the corresponding movement during four seconds after the cue on-set. The cues indicating different motor imagery tasks were displayed in a randomized order.

The dataset was recorded from three subjects (denoted “k3”, “k6”, “l1”) using 60 channels EEG. There are 180 training vs. 180 testing trials for Subject “k3”, and 120 training vs. 120 testing trials for Subjects “k6” and “l1”. The dataset providers have marked out the training trials contaminated with artifacts by the data property “HDR.ArtifactSelection”. The numbers of training and testing trials for each subject are listed in Table 1, including the number of artifacts contaminated (AC) trials in the training data. Trials with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Clean trials</th>
<th>AC trials</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. FDA-type F-score

FDA-type F-score is a simplified criterion based on Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) for estimating the discriminative power of a group of features (a feature vector) [22]. We defined this measure first for two-class (e.g. Class “L” vs “R”) cases:

$$ F = \frac{||\bar{\mu} - \bar{\mu}\Delta||^2_2}{tr(\Sigma_L) + tr(\Sigma_R)} $$  

(1)

where $\bar{\mu}$ denotes the mean of the feature vector, $|| \cdot ||_2$ the L2-norm (Euclidean norm), $\Sigma$ the covariance matrix of the feature vector and $tr(\cdot)$ the trace of a matrix. Thus, FDA-type F-score relies on the Euclidean distance between class centers to evaluate the difference between classes, and employs the trace of the covariance matrix to estimate the variance within one class. FDA-type F-score, as a simplified measure, avoids estimating a projection direction in multi-dimensional FDA, and has been successfully used in two-class BCI and motor recognition studies for channel and feature selection [21,22,23,33,42].

2.3. Subject-specific time-frequency optimization for multi-class EEG classification

In this study, we used three EEG channels, i.e. C3, Cz and C4, nearby the sensorimotor cortex. To improve the SNR of EEG signals, a small-distance Laplacian transformation [43] was applied as a spatial high-pass filter to each channel, in order to reduce the signal correlation and common noise caused by the head volume conduction. The EEG signals at C3, Cz and C4 were decomposed into a series of overlapping time-frequency areas ($\omega_m \times \tau_n$), $m \in \{1, \ldots, M\}$, $n \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, with successive frequency bands $\omega_m = [f_m, f_m + F - 1], f_m = f_1 + \omega $ (F is the frequency bandwidth, $f_1$ is the step in the frequency domain) and overlapping time intervals $\tau_n = [t_n, t_n + T - 1], t_{n+1} = t_n + T$ (T is the time interval width, $T$ is the step in the time domain). The details of the parameter setting in this preprocessing step are provided in Section 2.4.

We used FDA-type F-score to estimate the optimal time-frequency areas for extracting the subject-specific BP features. According to Eq. (1), in the optimal time-frequency area, the populations of features from different classes should have the largest FDA-type F-score distance. This concept can be extended to multi-class cases using the one-versus-rest (OVR) strategy, which is often used in multi-class classification [44]. Let us denote by $\cdot$ the set of all classes, and $\mathcal{O}\setminus\{O\}$ for all classes except class $O$. If we can consider $\mathcal{O}\setminus\{O\}$ as a large class, the multi-class problem can be transferred to a two-class problem, so as to compute the OVR-based F-score:

$$ \hat{F} = \frac{||\bar{\mu} - \bar{\mu}\Delta\setminus\{O\}||^2_2}{tr(\Sigma) + tr(\Sigma\setminus\{O\})} $$  

(2)

where $\bar{\mu}$ denotes the mean of the feature vector, $|| \cdot ||_2$ the Euclidean norm, $\Sigma$ the covariance matrix of the feature vector and $tr(\cdot)$ the trace of a matrix.

The feature vector, $\{BP_{C3}, BP_{Cz}, BP_{C4}\}$, contains the BP features (BP) from three Laplacian channels C3, Cz and C4, so the OVR-based F-score is calculated by:

$$ \hat{F} = \frac{(\bar{BP}_{C3} - \bar{BP}_{Cz\setminus\{O\}})^2 + (\bar{BP}_{Cz} - \bar{BP}_{C4\setminus\{O\}})^2 + (\bar{BP}_{C4} - \bar{BP}_{Cz\setminus\{O\}})^2}{(\Sigma_{C3} + \Sigma_{Cz\setminus\{O\}} + \Sigma_{C4\setminus\{O\}} + \Sigma_{Cz\setminus\{O\} + \Sigma_{C4\setminus\{O\}}})} $$  

(3)

with:

$$ \bar{BP} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} BP(k) $$  

(4)

$$ \hat{S} = \frac{1}{K - 1} \sum_{k=1}^{K} (BP(k) - \bar{BP})^2 $$  

(5)

where $K$ is the number of trials.

Before calculating the F-score, we applied the logarithm on BP features to make their distributions approximately normal [45]. In probability theory, a random vector is considered to be multivariate normally distributed if all linear combinations of its components obey univariate (one-dimensional) normal distributions [46]. Thus, the feature vector, $\{BP_{C3}, BP_{Cz}, BP_{C4}\}$, should be multivariate normally distributed. In practice, Marild’s test can be used to check whether a given dataset obeys the multivariate normal distribution with a given significance level of 0.05 [47].

For each class, we calculated $\hat{F}(\omega_m, \tau_n)$ at each time-frequency area $\{\omega_m \times \tau_n\}$ using Eq. (3), in order to measure its discriminative power for separating the class against all the others. The optimal time-frequency area $(\omega^*, \tau^*)$ for separating each class was estimated by searching the maximum value of $\hat{F}(\omega_m, \tau_n)$ among all $M \times N$ time-frequency areas ($M$ is the total number of frequency bands, $N$ is the total amount of time intervals):

$$ \hat{F}(\omega^*, \tau^*) = \max \{\hat{F}(\omega_m, \tau_n) \mid m \in \{1, 2, \ldots, M\}, n \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}\} $$  

(6)

Without loss of generality, Fig. 2 presents the scheme of multi-class F-score based time-frequency selection (MFTFS) for a four-class problem. The optimal time-frequency area for separating one class from all the others can be considered as the characteristic time-frequency area for the class, since it contains information that makes the class different from all the others. Let us assume that the characteristic time-frequency areas for I different classes are $(\omega^*_i, \tau^*_i), (i = 1, \ldots, I)$. BP features, $\{BP_{C3}, BP_{Cz}, BP_{C4}\}$, are extracted from the characteristic time-frequency area $(\omega^*_i, \tau^*_i)$, of each class $i$ in Laplacian channels C3, Cz and C4, so called the class-relevant feature vector. Considering the selected characteristic time-frequency areas for some classes may be the same in practice, we only use the set of feature vectors from all different $(\omega^*, \tau^*)$ for classification. This step can be achieved by:

$$ A = \text{UNIQUE}\{(\omega^*_i, \tau^*_i) \mid i \in 1, \ldots, I\} $$  

(7)

where $A$ is the set of all different time-frequency areas $(\omega^*, \tau^*)$, the operator UNIQUE eliminates possible time-frequency area repetitions in the set of $\{(\omega^*_i, \tau^*_i) \mid i \in 1, \ldots, I\}$. Then, the feature vector $\{BP_{C3}, BP_{Cz}, BP_{C4}\}$ is extracted from each time-frequency area in $A = \{(\omega^*_i, \tau^*_i) \mid i \in 1, \ldots, K, 1 \leq K \leq I\}$ for classification.

2.4. Data processing, method evaluation and comparison

Fig. 3 indicates how the EEG signal is decomposed into a series of overlapping time-frequency areas in each channel. This decomposition procedure is identical for different channels. For each Laplacian channel, 5th order Butterworth filters were employed to obtain 15
successive 8 Hz-wide frequency bands ($F=8$ Hz, $F_s = 1$ Hz): 8–16, 9–17, 10–18, ..., 22–30 Hz, and 19 successive 4 Hz-wide frequency bands ($F=4$ Hz, $F_s = 1$ Hz): 8–12, 9–13, 10–14, ..., 26–30 Hz. Butterworth filter has flattest pass-band region among the commonly used filter (e.g. Chebyshev, Elliptic filters), so it has the least attenuation over the desired frequency range. Thus, Butterworth filter is suitable for narrow band filtering. The order of Butterworth filter here was chosen to have a stable frequency response characteris-
tic and a steep boundary. Shown in previous studies [29,48–50],
the 5th order Butterworth filters work well with different feature
extraction methods for various frequency bands including the fre-
cuency bands we used in this study.

Previous studies have shown that the event-related
(des)ynchronization typically occurs around 0.5 s after cue-
on. Therefore, we used sliding windows in the period from 0.5 s
from cue-on until the end of MI task to segment the band-pass
filtered data. Different widths of time windows are used to find
the optimal one. Specially, we used 2, 2.5 and 3 s wide (i.e. \( T = 2,
2.5 \) and \( 3 \) s, respectively) sliding windows (12 segments for each
sliding window) with 0.25-s step (i.e. \( T _ s = 0.25 \) s) moving from 0.5 s
after the cue on-set until the end of MI task to get 36 overlapping
time segments in each frequency band.

Thus, there were 34 frequency bands (i.e. fifteen 8 Hz-wide and
nineteen 4 Hz-wide frequency bands) \times 36 time segments (three
different sizes of time windows and twelve segments for each size)= 1224 time-frequency areas in total. The F-score is calculated
in each time-frequency area to find the optimal time-frequency
area with maximum F-score using Eq. (6) for each class (i.e. one
time-frequency area for one class).

When optimal time-frequency areas
\( \{(\omega _{k}^i, \tau _{k}^i) \mid i \in \{1, \ldots , K \}, 1 \leq K \leq 4 \} \)
were selected for each subject, we extracted subject-specific BP features from the training trials to
train the classifier. We used the multi-class Fisher’s linear discrimi-
ant analysis (LDA) as the classifier, which was in line with the
FDA-type F-score. The \( \omega _{k}^i \)-bandpass \((i \in \{1, \ldots , K \}, 1 \leq K \leq 4 \})
filtered EEG segments with the same time length as \( \tau _{k}^i \) were generated
from the whole single-trial of testing data via a 0.2-s step sliding
window to obtain continuous classification results (see Fig. 4).

Firstly, we evaluated our method in the BCI competition III
dataset IIIa [34] by comparing with other methods. To keep consis-
tent with previous studies on this dataset, we used all training
trials to seek for the optimal time-frequency areas and train the
classifier, and then tested it with the independent testing trials.
The results were compared with those obtained by data providers
[34] and other recently developed methods applied to the same
dataset, as well as using BP features extracted from the broad
band (8–30 Hz) and full length (from the start to the end of
motor imagery) EEG signals at the same three Laplacian channels.
Since several recent studies used 10 fold cross-validations instead
of independent testing trials to evaluate their methods, we also
provided the results of 10 fold cross-validations. In the 10 fold
cross-validations, the whole dataset is randomly split into 10 folds
equal size. At each iteration, 9 folds are used to train the classifier
and test it with the rest one fold. We averaged over all folds to
estimate the mean classification performance of cross-validation.

Kappa coefficient and classification accuracy are two metrics
commonly used for evaluating classification results. The relationship
between kappa coefficient (\( \kappa \)) and classification accuracy (Acc) is
\( \kappa = \frac{(Acc - ch)}{(1 - ch)} \), where \( ch \) is the chance level for classification
(\( ch = 0.25 \) for four-class classification). Kappa coefficient is generally
thought to be a more robust measure than classification accuracy,
since Kappa coefficient takes into account the possibility of the
agreement occurring by chance. Thus, kappa coefficient is recom-

dended in the BCI competitions [36]. However, many BCI studies
provide classification accuracy as well, since classification accuracy
directly indicates the agreement between classification results and
truth labels. Here we provide results in both kappa coefficient and
classification accuracy to compare our results with those obtained
by other methods. This part of results and corresponding discus-
sions are provided in Section 3.1.

Secondly, we tested our method with different amounts of arti-
facts contaminated (AC) trials to evaluate its robustness to artifacts.
We started with using only “clean” trials for time-frequency selec-
tion and classifier training, and test the classifier with all testing
trials. Then, we ran several tests by randomly picking up certain
amount of AC trials to add to training data to repeat the evaluation.
In each test, we repeated 20 times for the same amount of AC trials
to estimate the mean classification performance and its standard
deviation. For each new test, we added more AC trials (the amount
equal to 5% of total training data, so \( 180 \times 5\% = 9 \) trials for k3 and
\( 120 \times 5\% = 6 \) trials for k6 and l1) than previous one until all AC tri-
als were added, so as to get the curve of classification performance.
Table 2
Comparisons between the MFTFS and other methods in BCI competition III using independent testing datasets. ‘NC’ is the number of channels used for feature extraction and classification. The best performances are highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kappa coefficient</th>
<th>Classification accuracy</th>
<th>NC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k3</td>
<td>k6</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFTFS (our method)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad band BP</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAR [34]</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA + PCA [36]</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP [36]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAD-CSP [37]</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Comparisons between the MFTFS and the state-of-the-art methods (published after 2012) using 10-fold cross-validation. ‘NC’ is the (average) number of channels used for feature extraction and classification. The best performances are highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kappa coefficient</th>
<th>Classification accuracy</th>
<th>NC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k3</td>
<td>k6</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFTFS (our method)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STFSCP [39]</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR [40]</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT [40]</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL-CSP [38]</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL-LT CSP [38]</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP-SVD + logistic model tree [51]</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP-SVD + AR + error variance [40, 41]</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over different amounts of AC trials. This part of results and corresponding discussions are provided in Section 3.2. The results are provided in kappa coefficient only.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Improving classification performance based on few EEG channels

The classification performances obtained by using our method MFTFS and other methods are provided in Tables 2 and 3. The performance is evaluated with kappa coefficient (κ) and classification accuracy (Acc). Higher kappa coefficient and classification accuracy indicate better classification performance. Table 2 shows the results using independent testing dataset as BCI competition required. Table 3 provides the results of 10-fold cross-validation using all the available data.

Using BP features directly extracted from the broad band (8–30Hz) and full length (from the start of the motor imagery) EEG signals at the three Laplacian channels (C3, Cz and C4) yields the poorest classification performance among all methods, which is just above the chance level (zero kappa). We also provide receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of four classes for our method MFTFS in comparison to using the broad band, full length data (Fig. 5). From the ROC curves, we can see that using our method MFTFS to extract BP features from the optimal time-frequency areas greatly improves classification performances for all classes. Thus, it is necessary to seek for the optimal time-frequency areas for BP feature extraction when using only three Laplacian channels for multi-class BCI.

We also compared our method with the methods applied to the same dataset in BCI competition including adaptive autoregressive (AAR) used by data providers [34], 1 independent common analysis (ICA), principal component analysis (PCA) and common spatial pattern (CSP) [36] and a previous study using joint approximate diagonalization based CSP [JAD-CSP] [37]. The results are summarized in Table 2. All these results were obtained on the dependent testing dataset.

Furthermore, we compared our method with the methods that were proposed in the last five years from 2012 to 2016, including sparse time-frequency segment CSP (STFSCP) [39], Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence based CSP (KL-CSP) [38], KL divergence based local temporal common spatial patterns (KL-LT CSP) [38], discrete cosine transform (DCT) [40] and linear prediction singular value decomposition (LP-SVD) [40, 41, 51]. Since all these recent works used 10-fold cross-validation to test their methods, we provide our results in 10-fold cross-validation as well to compare with them in Table 3.

Our method MFTFS yielded the best mean classification accuracy (0.77 for independent testing data, 0.84 for 10-fold cross validation) and kappa coefficient (0.69 for independent testing data and 0.78 for 10-fold cross validation) with smallest standard deviation among all methods in both comparisons (see Tables 2 and 3). Moreover, our method used only three Laplacian channels, which are far less than other methods in comparison. These results indicate our method is very effective in improving classification performance based on few EEG channels.

Motor imagery BCI classifies subject’s motor intentions based on the features extracted from EEG signals. The underlying neuro-physiological mechanism is that motor imagery of a specific body part induces EEG power changes (known as event-related desynchronization and synchronization) in the specific frequency band of EEG oscillation (i.e. sensorimotor rhythm) over the sensorimotor cortex [35]. Thus, we used band power features to identify the task-relevant band power change in the sensorimotor rhythm for classifying the motor imagery tasks. We noted that several recent studies used other features for classification in the same dataset. In comparison with methods using other features, i.e. AAR, ICA, DCT features (see Tables 2 and 3), we cannot conclude that using other features could be superior to using band power features; while more computational cost may be required for calculating other features, such as ICA features.

For using band power features, it is essential to extract the task-relevant band power change in the sensorimotor rhythm. As

1 Using AAR as the feature extraction method, Schloegl and colleagues provided classification results obtained by four different classifiers, namely minimum distance analysis, linear discriminant analysis, k-nearest-neighbor and support vector machine [34]. Here we list their best results for comparison.
indicated in Table 5, the exact frequency band of sensorimotor rhythm can vary from subject to subject. Individual differences in the frequency band of sensorimotor rhythm will deteriorate BCI performances when using a general parameter setting for all subjects (e.g., features from the broad frequency band 8–30 Hz), as shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2. Additionally, the delay between the cue onset and the starting of motor imagery varies with individuals [21]. Previous studies have demonstrated that estimating optimal time-frequency areas for each individual can greatly improve the classification performance [52,29]. Due to the volume conduction effect, spatial filtering is also needed to reduce the correlation of EEG signals and eliminate the artefacts [18]. Data-driven spatial filtering methods, such as common spatial pattern (CSP), usually need a large number of EEG channels. Alternatively, the bipolar or Laplacian derivation can be used when there are only a few electrodes placed around the sensorimotor cortex. This option has been successfully used in the previous studies for two-class cases, generating even better results than CSP [53,54,29]. The central channels C3, Cz and C4 are close to functional regions of the sensorimotor cortex for motor imagining of left vs. right hand, feet and tongue [10]. Moreover, the central electrodes are relatively free of muscle artefact compared to the electrodes in the boundary of EEG cap [55]. Our method selects the optimal time-frequency areas to extract band power features based on the Laplacian channels C3, Cz and C4, which combines the knowledge discussed above to improve classification results based on few channels. As a result, our method can yield better performances in comparison to other methods.

Noteworthy, our time-frequency selection method is not expensive in computational time (2.5 min in average for finding the characteristic time-frequency area for each class, so around 10 min

### Table 4
Evaluating the MFTFS sensitivity (evaluated with kappa coefficient) to artifacts on BCI competition III dataset IIIa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>k3</th>
<th>k6</th>
<th>l1</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in total for the four-class problem, using Matlab 7.10.0 on Windows 7 Professional (64bit, RAM 2.0G, CPU 2.66G Hz). For on-line BCI, this step could be performed off-line before on-line classification.

#### 3.2. Robustness to artifacts

Table 4 lists the classification results (evaluated by kappa coefficient [56], κ) of using all training trials (All) vs. using only the “clean” trials. We examined the results for each subject individually. For Subject k3, using only the clean trials (κ = 0.69) yields a better classification result than using all training trials (κ = 0.63). However, for Subjects k6 and l1, the classification results obtained by using only the clean trials (Subject k6: κ = 0.70, Subject l1: κ = 0.60) are worse than those obtained by using all training trials (Subject k6: κ = 0.71, Subject l1: κ = 0.72).

Generally speaking, artifacts should theoretically deteriorate the classification results, since artifacts reduce the signal-to-noise ratio. However, removing AC trials will definitely decrease the number of trials for training, where a limited amount of data might not be sufficient to train the classifier. Therefore, a trade-off should be made between rejecting AC trials and maintaining the amount

### Table 5
Characteristic time-frequency areas for different classes on BCI competition III dataset IIIa, obtained by using all training trials (All) and only the “clean” trials, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Left hand</th>
<th>Right hand</th>
<th>Feet</th>
<th>Tongue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k3</td>
<td>Freq.(Hz)</td>
<td>12–20</td>
<td>13–21</td>
<td>13–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time(s)</td>
<td>0.9–3.9</td>
<td>1.9–4.9</td>
<td>2.1–5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>Freq.(Hz)</td>
<td>12–20</td>
<td>12–20</td>
<td>13–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time(s)</td>
<td>2.5–5.0</td>
<td>2.1–5.1</td>
<td>2.1–5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k6</td>
<td>Freq.(Hz)</td>
<td>22–30</td>
<td>26–30</td>
<td>22–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time(s)</td>
<td>0.5–3.5</td>
<td>0.9–3.9</td>
<td>2.7–5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>Freq.(Hz)</td>
<td>22–30</td>
<td>26–30</td>
<td>22–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time(s)</td>
<td>0.5–3.5</td>
<td>0.9–3.9</td>
<td>2.3–5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l1</td>
<td>Freq.(Hz)</td>
<td>20–28</td>
<td>12–20</td>
<td>22–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time(s)</td>
<td>2.7–5.7</td>
<td>1.1–4.1</td>
<td>2.5–5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>Freq.(Hz)</td>
<td>22–30</td>
<td>13–17</td>
<td>22–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time(s)</td>
<td>0.7–3.7</td>
<td>1.8–4.8</td>
<td>2.7–5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of training data. This trade-off, in some extent, also depends on the sensitivity of the method to noise. If the method is very sensitive to noise, then adding AC trials to the training dataset can only deteriorate the classification result. As a result, using only the clean trials will yield better results than adding AC trials. On the contrary, if a method is robust to artifacts, then adding AC trials may not decrease the classification results any more.

In Table 4, we can see that using all training trials ($\kappa = 0.69$) generates a better mean classification result than using only clean trials ($\kappa = 0.64$), indicating that MFTFS is robust to artifacts. In this dataset, subject I1 has the least clean training trials (84 trials, see Table 1). If only using clean trials, the classification result for I1 ($\kappa = 0.60$) is the worst among all the subjects.

Table 5 lists the characteristic time-frequency areas for different classes, obtained by using all training trials (All) and only the clean trials, respectively. From Table 5, we can see that the characteristic time-frequency areas shift for some classes for each subject between using all training trials and only the clean trials. Thus, MFTFS can adapt to the amount of training data and noise to find the optimal time-frequency areas for extracting the most discriminative features.

To further study the effect of adding AC trials on the performance of MFTFS, we add different amounts of AC data to training data, so as to get a curve of classification performance with respect to different numbers of training data with different amounts of noise. In this test, we randomly picked out certain amount of AC trials adding to training data and repeated the evaluation 20 times. Note that the repeated evaluation is not for the case using only “clean” trials (no AC trials at all) and the case using all trials (including all AC trials). Therefore, there are no error bars for these two cases. From Fig. 6, we can see that adding AC trials to the training dataset does not necessarily deteriorate classification performances, indicating that our method is tolerant to artifacts. For Subjects “k6” and “I1”, who have the limited numbers of “clean” trials (92 trials for “k6” and 84 trials for “I1”), adding AC trials can generally improve the classification performance until the training data are more than hundred trials. The best performance ($\kappa = 0.77$) is achieved with 116 training trials (AC trials/training trials = 24/92) for Subject “k6” and 114 training trials (AC trials/training trials = 30/84) for Subject “I1”. However, for Subject “k3”, adding AC trials cannot improve the classification results. The best performance is achieved when using only clean trials for this subject. The reason is that this subject already has a large number of training trials (149 “clean” trials, see Table 1). Usually, a training dataset should have five to ten times as many trials as the dimensionality of features to obtain a good performance of a classifier [57,58]. Increasing the number of trials in this range usually will improve the classification performance. For a four-class problem, the dimensionality of MFTFS selected BP features are around $3 \times 4 = 12$, so that 120 trials is the upper boundary in this range, which is closed to the reported optimal number of trials for Subjects “k6” and “I1”. For Subject “k3”, the amount of “clean” trials (149 trials) are already above this boundary. In this case, adding AC trials deteriorates the classification performance, since it mainly introduces artifacts rather than providing more useful information for training.

To sum up, using MFTFS, when the number of clean training trials is less than ten times of the feature dimension, it is possible to improve classification results by adding AC trials. On the contrary, if the number of clean training trials is large enough, adding AC trials is not helpful any more.

4. Conclusion

Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of feature extraction and using few EEG channels to the widespread use of BCI. The optimal frequency band and time segment to extract motor-imagery features differ from subject to subject. Extracting the feature from a uniform time-frequency area cannot guarantee the best BCI performance for all subjects and therefore reduces the inter-subject robustness. To address this challenge, we proposed an effective method to seek optimal time-frequency areas for extracting subject-specific features, in order to improve the classification performance using few channels EEG. Different from our previous work, this study focused on the multi-class motor imagery BCI, which aims to provide the user with more freedom in the control. The method was evaluated on a standard multi-class BCI dataset (BCI competition III dataset IIIa). The experimental results show...
that our method yields better classification performance than other methods, using fewer EEG channels. Moreover, the performance of our method is stable over subjects and robust to artifacts. This work could contribute to daily use multi-class BCIs based on few EEG channels. This BCI based on few channels can be used for patients with lock-in syndrome or spinal injury, whose cortical structure and function are similar to healthy subjects. Nevertheless, it could be a challenge for patients with brain injury such as a stroke, when brain functions have been affected by the lesion and the post-injury brain reorganization. The brain activity recorded from C3, Cz and C4 (around the sensorimotor cortex) may be too weak to perform any MI-based control. A few groups are aiming to solve this problem, e.g. using invasive electrocorticogram recording [11]. In the future, we will combine our proposed method with a subject-specific channel selection algorithm [21] to provide a non-invasive solution for non-severne chronic stroke patients.
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